OneAccess Networks and SYNNEX
Corporation Enter Into Distribution
Agreement
SYNNEX Reseller Partners Now Have a Preferred Choice for HighPerformance Multi-Service Routers
Herndon, VA October 2, 2014 – OneAccess Networks, a global manufacturer of multi-service routers
that enable cloud application delivery to SMB and enterprise end users, today announced that they
have entered into a distribution agreement with SYNNEX Corporation, a leading distributor of IT
products and services. Under the terms of the agreement, OneAccess Networks' One Series will be
available to SYNNEX resellers, providing access to a range of multi-service router platforms optimized
for the delivery of voice, data and cloud applications.
SYNNEX Corporation brings relevant technology solutions to the IT market, helping SMBs and
enterprises enhance growth and be more effective with their go-to-market strategies. Through its
CONVERGESolv Secure Networking group, SYNNEX allows resellers to build their customers'
networks, add applications to each network and secure each network seamlessly.
"OneAccess Networks continues to bring to market the capabilities end users require in order to
evolve their cloud-based business operations," said Dennis R. Gatens, senior vice president and
general manager of OneAccess Networks, North America. "The One Series portfolio enables high
performance and availability, while reducing CAPEX and OPEX to leverage business-critical cloud
based applications."
The One Series brings high bandwidth services to SMBs and enterprises with a range of platforms that
are optimized for the delivery of managed services. With performance scaling from 10 Mbps to 700
Mbps, Value Added Resellers (VARs) and Systems Integrators (SIs) can select the optimal platform
for their managed services while taking advantage of a range of software features including eSBC,
application visibility, control and acceleration. With the highest level of feature integration, end users
realize a significant Total Cost of Ownership reduction through both CAPEX and OPEX savings, while
VARs and SIs achieve customer retention with a set of application performance management software
features for cloud service delivery.

"OneAccess is excited to collaborate with SYNNEX Corporation," said Bertrand Meis, CEO of
OneAccess Networks. "As two recognized global leaders in technology solutions, our combined
expertise and capabilities offer SYNNEX resellers a clear competitive edge for their end-user solution
requirements."
A recent addition to the One Series portfolio is an integrated 4G/LTE WAN interface available on the
One1540. For SMBs who are aggressively adopting cloud application delivery, business continuity
becomes a critical need for their operations. With business-critical applications in the cloud, SMB and
enterprise customers can now avoid disruption with the One1540's ability to automatically failover from
its primary broadband to an integrated 4G/LTE wireless connection. Once restored, the One1540 will
automatically revert to the broadband connection. In addition to managed services for the SMB, the
One1540-4G addresses the requirements of key vertical segments including hospitality and education
where both high performance and business continuity are required.
With the OnePlus portfolio of application performance management features, VARs and SIs can offer
the SMB and enterprise a superior Quality of Experience for their business-critical cloud-based
applications. OnePlus software features, NetAPM and NetControl, offer end point visibility and control
of the performance of cloud applications from the SMB's perspective, which is critical for reliable cloud
application delivery.
For more information please contact OneAccess at 571.335.8700 x202.
About OneAccess Networks
OneAccess is a global leader for multi-service routers that enable managed network services for
communication service providers (CSPs). Its multi-service access routers and Carrier Ethernet devices
are designed to ensure service continuity and a high quality of experience for managed broadband
and wireless data and voice services targeted at enterprise customers. OneAccess service-delivery
platforms align with the current and future deployment and operating models of service providers by
optimizing the delivery of managed Cloud services and migration to SDN architectures. OneAccess
CPE platforms are used by more than 150 communication service providers internationally, including
some of the world's largest telecommunications companies. With a global presence that includes
North America, Europe and Asia, OneAccess, a private company was incorporated in 2001. For more
information, visit www.oneaccess-net.com.
About SYNNEX
SYNNEX Corporation, a Fortune 500 corporation, is a leading business process services company,
optimizing supply chains and providing customer care solutions for its clients. The Company
distributes a broad range of information technology systems and products, and also provides systems
design and integration services. The Concentrix segment offers a portfolio of end-to-end outsourced
services around process optimization, customer engagement strategy and back-office automation to
clients in ten identified industry verticals. Founded in 1980, SYNNEX has over 50,000 employees
worldwide. Additional information about SYNNEX may be found online at www.synnex.com.
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